1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Indium tin oxide (ITO) has been widely used as transparent electrodes^[@ref1],[@ref2]^ in optoelectronic devices thanks to its superior optical transmittance (90% at 550 nm) and low sheet resistance (20 Ω/sq).^[@ref3]^ However, the limited supply of indium, high cost of sputtering, and the brittle nature of ITO inhibit its widespread adoption to next-generation flexible and stretchable electronics.^[@ref4]^ Networks of solution synthesized metal nanowires (MNW)^[@ref5],[@ref6]^ such as those made of silver nanowires (AgNW) are promising as alternative transparent electrodes. AgNW networks are compatible with scalable deposition techniques, are mechanically robust, and demonstrate sheet resistances as low as 10 Ω/sq and transparency (at 550 nm) between 80% and 90% without substrate, which meets the requirements for most target applications.^[@ref7]^ Yet, despite the significant benefits, AgNW networks (and more broadly any MNW network) lack in chemical, thermal, and electrical stability, largely due to their high surface-to-volume ratio.^[@ref8]−[@ref10]^ For example, silver undergoes spontaneous sulfidation to form silver sulfide (Ag~2~S) particles by reacting with atmospheric species such as carbonyl sulfide (OCS).^[@ref8]^ Also, MNWs undergo spheroidization by Rayleigh instability under high temperature induced by Joule heating. This causes the MNW network to lose its percolative nature over short time scales at high applied voltages or over longer times at low applied voltages.^[@ref10],[@ref11]^ Such instabilities are significant technological barriers to the widespread application of NW networks as reliable transparent electrodes.

By hybridizing MNWs with other materials, previous studies have demonstrated that it is possible to complement the drawbacks of each material by harnessing the advantages offered by another. Coating the nanowires with graphene prepared by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) has been explored as an effective strategy to preserve the nanowires' optoelectronic properties while adding stability. However, the growth of large-area graphene by CVD is expensive, and research is still underway to enable mass production. Conformal transparent metal oxide coatings deposited on MNW surfaces were also realized by atomic layer deposition (ALD)^[@ref12],[@ref13]^ which adds little cost benefit over processing conventional sputtered ITO. Although seminal efforts using atmospheric pressure spatial ALD were recently made to make these conformal coatings more scalable and low cost,^[@ref14],[@ref15]^ most of the aforementioned deposition techniques involve high temperature and high vacuum, losing all the benefits of fabricating AgNW networks by a solution-based process and causing incompatibility with flexible plastic substrates with low thermal budget.

Alternatively, integration of MNWs with inexpensive and solution-processable graphene oxide (GO) or reduced graphene oxide (rGO) was explored by using spin coating,^[@ref16]^ dip coating,^[@ref17]^ rod coating,^[@ref18]^ and spray coating,^[@ref19]−[@ref23]^ but challenges still remain in terms of large-scale processing. For example, spin coating is a lab-scale batch process that also results in inhomogeneous films due to edge effects and the centrifugal force on particles. Moreover, the size of the substrate is severely limited, as with vacuum filtration. Spray coating incurs a risk of spray nozzle clogging or unsteady operation, which may be a concern for nanomaterials with high aspect ratios. This may require hours of sonication to break up the GO sheets or necessitate use of ultrasonic sprays which tend to break or damage micrometer-sized GO sheets,^[@ref24],[@ref25]^ placing restrictions on the morphology of the final GO film. In addition to such drawbacks, a critical limitation for all of the conventional solution-based deposition techniques is that the choice of substrate is restricted to those with a planar geometry, and pretreating them to optimize the wetting properties is critical to mitigate inhomogeneities such as "coffee stains".^[@ref26]^ Furthermore, although previous studies have demonstrated an AgNW-GO hybrid structure, many aspects of the chemical and electrical stability of AgNW networks imparted by the presence of GO either have not been fully demonstrated or remain poorly understood.

In this work, we report a novel fabrication process that utilizes a scalable and economically viable electrophoretic deposition (EPD) method and GO solution dip treatment to fabricate highly stable transparent electrodes where the conductive AgNW network is effectively "sandwiched" between a seamless EPD-GO film with tunable thickness and ultrathin GO (Dip-GO) composed of 1--2 layers. We demonstrate that the GO layers enhance contact between NWs to reduce the junction resistance, mitigating the need for treating NWs at high temperature. Our films demonstrated excellent sheet resistance as low as 15 Ω/sq and a tunable transmittance of 70--87% by simply tuning the EPD parameters.

Furthermore, the increase in the film stability was shown to depend largely on which GO layer is protecting the underlying AgNW network. When Dip-GO is exposed to air ("Dip-GO up"), stability reinforcement of the electrode is observed, although partial degradation can still occur. However, when EPD-GO was exposed to air ("EPD-GO up"), our hybrid electrode retains its original conductivity under long-term storage at 80 °C in both moderate (55% relative humidity) and high (80% relative humidity) humidity conditions. The exceptional chemical stability offered by the EPD-GO layer was verified by the absence of major silver corrosion products for the AgNW as indicated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Finally, for the first time, an *in situ* voltage ramping test up to 20 V was performed on a GO-AgNW composite structure. The results indicate a novel stabilization behavior enabled by the presence of GO that prevents abrupt divergence of the resistance to the MΩ range experienced by bare AgNW networks.

Importantly, our process allows the film to be transferred to arbitrary surfaces with desired orientation such that either EPD-GO or Dip-GO is facing up. This freedom adds versatility for future device integration where certain properties need to be emphasized over others as they are strongly correlated to the thickness/robustness of the GO protecting layer being used. For instance, a thick EPD-GO layer offering increased chemical and electrical stability at elevated temperatures and high voltages could be preferentially used at the top when integrating this film in a transparent heater, while an ultrathin Dip-GO layer could be preferentially used as an interfacial layer in solar cells as a way to enable Ohmic transport and optimize the energy level matching with other layers.

2. Experimental Section {#sec2}
=======================

2.1. Fabrication of Transferrable EPD-GO/AgNW/GO Film {#sec2.1}
-----------------------------------------------------

Prior to EPD, two 2.54 cm × 2.54 cm 316 stainless steel plates (McMaster Carr) are cleaned thoroughly by ultrasonication in acetone, followed by rinsing in ethanol and deionized water. One of the plates to be used for EPD deposition is then spin-coated with cellulose acetate (Sigma-Aldrich) solution in acetone (4 mg/mL) with a spin speed of 900 rpm for 1 min. The steel plates are then attached parallel to each other in an electrophoretic deposition (EPD) cell with a fixed distance of 5 mm. The deposition substrate with cellulose acetate coating is attached to the positive contact as an anode. The electrodes are then immersed in a diluted aqueous GO solution (Graphenea), and a constant voltage of 5 V is applied across the EPD cell for 4 min by using a Tektronix PS-282 DC power supply, leaving a thin film of EPD-GO on the anode. The electrodes are then slowly withdrawn from the GO solution. The EPD-GO on a stainless steel plate is spin-coated with the AgNW solution in isopropanol (2 mg/mL, ACS Materials) with a spin speed of 600 rpm for 40 s. The NW average diameter is 50 nm. The NW average length is in the range 100--200 μm. The resulting AgNW-based product on a stainless steel plate is then immersed in 1.5 mg/mL aqueous GO solution for 1 min before being rinsed by deionized water and blow-dried with nitrogen gas. Next, the entire film on the stainless steel plate is immersed in acetone for at least 6 h and then transferred to deionized water. The transparent EPD-GO/AgNW/GO film is then liberated from the underlying steel substrate and is transferred to a transparent insulating substrate such as glass (Corning Eagle XG) or PET (DuPont Teijin Melinex ST505). Finally, the transferred film is dried on a hot plate at 40 °C and thoroughly rinsed with acetone and ethanol.

2.2. Optical, Electrical, Chemical, and Morphological Characterization {#sec2.2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The optical characterization of electrodes was performed with a PerkinElmer Lambda 1050 UV--visible--near-IR spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere. A Jandel cylindrical linear four-point probe with a tungsten probe separated by 1 mm with a probe radius of 40 μm was used to measure the sheet resistance of all the electrodes. Sheet resistance measurements were taken on five different spots for each sample and averaged. X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed on a Thermo Fisher Scientific K-Alpha system with a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source (1486.6 eV). Surface charging effects due to the insulating nature of GO were compensated for by using a low-energy flood gun. Step sizes of 1 and 0.1 eV were used for survey scan and high-resolution spectra, respectively. Quantification and deconvolution of spectra were performed by using the data analysis software Avantage (associated with the K-Alpha system), after Shirley background correction. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were obtained by using a Hitachi SU8100 high-resolution SEM with an accelerating voltage of 1--4 keV and a combination of upper (in-lens) and lower secondary electron detectors. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements were performed on an Asylum Research Cypher AFM on standard AC-air tapping mode.

2.3. Chemical and Electrical Stability Studies {#sec2.3}
----------------------------------------------

To perform chemical stability studies, the electrodes were stored on a Torrey Pines HP60A programmable hot plate set at 80 °C either in the lab environment or inside a controlled humidity chamber (5533 environmental chamber by Electro-Tech Systems Inc.) and were only taken out once a day briefly to measure the sheet resistance. Relative humidity was recorded for the duration of the experiment with a VWR hygrometer. *In situ* electrical stability studies were performed with a Keithley 2401 sourcemeter unit (SMU) using two probes. Electrical contacts were made on opposite ends of 2.54 cm × 2.54 cm samples with a conductive silver paste (DuPont) and dried for 12 h in air. Voltage ramps were applied on the samples via a LabView program interfaced with the SMU. A FLIR A615 Infrared camera was used to record the temperature of our samples during voltage ramps.

3. Results and Discussion {#sec3}
=========================

3.1. Fabrication Process and Structural Characterization {#sec3.1}
--------------------------------------------------------

We have developed a novel and cost-effective fabrication process utilizing electrophoretic deposition (EPD) and solution dip-treatment to create an EPD-GO/AgNW/GO hybrid composite transparent conductor. The process is illustrated in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a: (i) coating of a dissolvable sacrificial cellulose acetate (CA) layer on stainless steel (SS) substrate, (ii) EPD of GO thin film, (iii) AgNW coating, (iv) dip treatment in GO solution, (v) acetone bath to dissolve CA layer, and (vi) transfer onto arbitrary surface.

![(a) Process flow for the fabrication of EPD-GO/AgNW/GO conductive films. (b) Schematic of the electrophoretic deposition (EPD) setup.](am0c03587_0001){#fig1}

EPD is a colloidal deposition technique where an electric field is created within a colloid dispersion by applying a constant voltage between two electrodes immersed in the solution ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). This attracts and deposits the charged colloidal particles to the electrode with opposite charge to form a dense film. As GO flakes dispersed in water are negatively charged due to the abundant deprotonated carboxylate groups, deposits will be formed on the positively biased anode upon EPD.^[@ref27]^ The advantages of EPD over other solution-based processes include low cost, rapidity, simple equipment, controllable deposition rate, uniformity of deposition, and the possibility to be performed on surfaces with complex morphologies.^[@ref28]^ In conventional EPD, as the deposition substrate is the electrode, it is difficult to detach the deposited film from the SS substrate (electrode). Therefore, to allow transfer of the film from the substrate, a sacrificial layer made of cellulose acetate (CA) was coated on the SS substrate prior to EPD to liberate the deposited structure upon immersing in acetone,^[@ref27],[@ref29]^ allowing transfer of the final EPD-GO/AgNW/GO film to arbitrary surfaces.

Upon deposition of the first GO layer by EPD (EPD-GO) on SS substrate to form EPD-GO/SS, AgNW was coated on top of the EPD-GO/SS by spin coating. The density of the AgNW is primarily responsible for the conductivity of the film and can be tuned by changing the concentration of AgNW solution and spin speed. It should be noted that the method of AgNW deposition can vary, and the inherent wettability of the GO allows AgNW to be easily coated by spray coating as well ([Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.0c03587/suppl_file/am0c03587_si_001.pdf), Figure S1). Therefore, our process has the flexibility to accommodate a variety of existing MNW coating techniques.

The resulting AgNW/EPD-GO/CA/SS structure is then simply dipped in the GO dispersion, rinsed in water, and blow-dried. This dip-treatment covers the exposed AgNW with ultrathin GO flakes to mechanically weld or fix the AgNW onto the EPD-GO layer and to create a sandwiched structure of GO/AgNW/EPD-GO/CA/SS. As has been proposed by Pei et al., electrostatic attraction between AgNW and GO flakes in solution causes the AgNW network to be covered in an ultrathin GO coating composed of only a few layers.^[@ref30]^ Coating the AgNW by ultrathin GO at this stage of the process is also beneficial to affix the AgNW network onto EPD-GO. The contact between AgNW and EPD-GO prior to dip treatment was indeed observed to be poor as evidenced by delamination of the AgNW thin film at the air--water interface ([Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.0c03587/suppl_file/am0c03587_si_001.pdf)). Note that performing the second GO deposition by EPD instead of dip treatment is prevented since AgNWs already present on the deposition substrate (positive electrode) would simply dissolve as a result of the applied positive bias. The subsequent acetone bath detaches the EPD-GO/AgNW/GO film by dissolving the CA layer and allows transfer to arbitrary surfaces. As illustrated at the end of the process schematic of [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a, transfer of the final conductive composite film can be accomplished in two different orientations, where either the EPD-GO layer or the Dip-GO layer is facing up with respect to the target substrate.

3.2. Structural Characterization {#sec3.2}
--------------------------------

Our fabrication process utilizing both EPD and solution dip treatment is not only scalable and cost-effective compared to existing techniques but also beneficial as it results in a novel composite structure where the AgNW network is "sandwiched" by two GO layers synthesized by two different means. The EPD-GO and Dip-GO that cover the AgNW network offer different properties to the final composite structure because of their structural differences which were characterized by SEM. [Figures [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b show, respectively, the top and tilted view of the EPD-GO/AgNW/GO film, where EPD-GO is facing up, and illustrate the EPD-GO film following the topography of the underlying AgNW network. It is notable that thanks to the capability of EPD to form continuous films over macroscopic areas, EPD-GO did not show any discontinuities such as gaps or holes that would expose the underlying AgNWs to the external environment. [Figures [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}d are analogous images where Dip-GO is facing up. Contrary to EPD-GO, it was difficult to conclude that GO was seamlessly covering the NWs for the Dip-GO side. In most areas, the AgNW network appears to be seamlessly covered with GO based on the little contrast difference of the NWs. [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c, which is the top-down SEM view of the Dip-GO treated side of the film, clearly shows individual AgNW surfaces even at a low acceleration voltage of 1 kV due to the ultrathin nature of GO. The contrast was observed to be uniform on the NWs, indicating GO flakes are completely covering the NWs in view. However, nanoscale gaps between GO flakes exposing bare AgNW were detected from the tilted view of another region of the same sample ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}d), as indicated by the arrows. The presence of such nanoscale gaps and the contrast between individual Dip-GO sheets were more easily visualized by performing a dip treatment on AgNW networks on glass without underlying EPD-GO, as shown in the SEM images (in-lens detector) in [Figure S3a,b](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.0c03587/suppl_file/am0c03587_si_001.pdf). This may be due to the stochastic nature of the dip treatment as well as size differences ([Figure S3c](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.0c03587/suppl_file/am0c03587_si_001.pdf)) between GO flakes and has implications for the AgNWs' chemical stability as will be discussed subsequently. Finally, an SEM cross-section image ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}e) of the EPD-GO/AgNW/GO film clearly reveals the morphology of our film where NWs are covered by a thicker EPD-GO on one side and an ultrathin GO layer on the other side, demonstrating the effectiveness of our simple and solution-compatible process in creating a GO/AgNW/GO structure.

![SEM images showing EPD-GO/AgNW/GO film in various perspectives including (a, c) top-down view, (b, d) tilted view, and (e) cross-section view. (f) EPD-GO film thickness and total transmittance (at 550 nm) as a function of GO solution concentration.](am0c03587_0002){#fig2}

Utilizing EPD in the fabrication process allows the thickness of the GO to be easily controlled by simply tuning the deposition parameters. Among such parameters, the GO solution concentration was varied, while the deposition voltage and time were fixed in all experiments. Previous studies on the EPD of GO films^[@ref31]^ have demonstrated that the deposited mass is a linear function of the GO solution concentration, in line with the well-known Hamaker's law for EPD.^[@ref32]^ The thickness of EPD-GO films characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM) is plotted as a function of GO concentration in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}f, revealing that the relationship between the thickness and GO solution concentration is close to linear. The detailed AFM images and height profiles of each EPD-GO film are shown in [Figure S4](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.0c03587/suppl_file/am0c03587_si_001.pdf). Although thickness of electrodeposited films has sometimes been reported to be inhomogeneous, particularly at the edges due to higher electric field strength at the deposition substrate edges,^[@ref33]^ our films exhibited very high thickness uniformity except at the sample edges ([Figure S5a](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.0c03587/suppl_file/am0c03587_si_001.pdf)). As can be seen in [Figure S5a](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.0c03587/suppl_file/am0c03587_si_001.pdf), the representative thickness of the EPD-GO film in this case was the value at the center, corresponding to 19.5 nm. Starting from the film edge, the thickness decreases quickly to within 10% of the center thickness from a distance of about 3 mm from the edge. This suggests that on a 25.4 mm square sample the EPD-GO thickness is perfectly uniform over a length of 19 mm, meaning that 75% over the 25.4 mm length across the film has uniform thickness. This value matches well with the region of uniform electric field intensity simulated by COMSOL for the same sample size, which was about 76% of the sample length ([Figure S5b](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.0c03587/suppl_file/am0c03587_si_001.pdf)). This region of uniform field should correspond to consistent EPD-GO thickness, as EPD deposition thickness depends on the electric field intensity.^[@ref32]^ Furthermore, our simulations show that scaling up the substrate size increases the proportion of region with uniform field, which suggests that edge inhomogeneity does not prevent EPD from being a scalable process ([Figure S5b](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.0c03587/suppl_file/am0c03587_si_001.pdf)). While other strategies to mitigate the edge effect by employing different sizes for the deposition and counter electrode during EPD have already been investigated,^[@ref34]^ this is out of the scope of the present contribution.

Implementation of EPD in our process allows facile tuning of the GO thickness from roughly 15 to 100 nm. This in turn enables the optical transmittance (at 550 nm) to be easily tuned across a wide range from 75% to above 90% ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}f), compatible with various optoelectronic technologies using transparent conducting layers.^[@ref7]^ With longer deposition times and higher GO concentration, even thicker (micrometers thick) GO films can be easily realized through EPD.^[@ref28]^ Films with thicker GO-AgNW hybrid structures could potentially find applications in conductive membranes for electrochemical devices^[@ref35],[@ref36]^ or electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding.^[@ref37]^

3.3. Optoelectronic Characterization {#sec3.3}
------------------------------------

The mean sheet resistance and total transmittance at 550 nm are the most important optoelectronic performance metrics for transparent conductors in general.^[@ref2]^ However, for MNW networks, electrical uniformity as well as light scattering deserves equally serious attention.^[@ref38],[@ref39]^ In particular, ensuring low sheet resistance uniformly throughout AgNW networks is challenging due to the high resistances between individual AgNWs at the junctions and potential lack of uniformity in the AgNW coverage itself as opposed to conductive metal oxides with continuous film morphology. To assess the magnitude and homogeneity of our films, we have used the linear four-point probe (4PP) technique to measure the sheet resistance of our samples at five different locations. Although GO is an insulator, the 4PP measurements were possible for sufficiently thin GO thicknesses below 25 nm, which was achieved for EPD-GO fabricated with 0.08 and 0.15 mg/mL GO solution. [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a shows the mean sheet resistances of the samples with various configurations along with the standard deviations over the five values measured in each case. As-coated bare AgNW networks exhibited a mean sheet resistance of 40 Ω/sq with a large standard variation of 12 Ω/sq, indicating that the resistances between wires are not only high but are also widely varying. In contrast, bare AgNW annealed at 200 °C for 50 min showed a sharp reduction of sheet resistance to 13.6 Ω/sq and a reduced standard deviation of 3.3 Ω/sq, indicating that the majority of NW junctions have sintered to form more low-resistance conduction pathways.^[@ref9]^ Our EPD-GO/AgNW/GO films demonstrated similarly low and homogeneous mean sheet resistance values. For both the EPD-GO side (0.08 mg/mL GO) and the Dip-GO side, mean sheet resistance values were 16 and 14.5 Ω/sq, with standard deviations of 2.5 and 1.4 Ω/sq, respectively. As a consequence, electrical optimization was achieved without resorting to any thermal treatment. Note that the slight difference in the sheet resistance values associated with the sample with EPD-GO up and the one with Dip-GO up is due to slight fluctuations of the density of deposited AgNWs by spin coating, which is inherent for any percolating structures. The electrical performance is only driven by the density of AgNWs.

![(a) Sheet resistance of EPD-GO/AgNW/GO films compared with bare as-coated or thermally annealed AgNW networks. (b) Histogram showing height distribution of two nanowire junctions. AFM images of (c) bare AgNW network and (d) EPD-GO/AgNW/GO film. (e, f) AFM height profile of the same.](am0c03587_0003){#fig3}

To further investigate the origin of the observed electrical optimization induced by the GO "sandwich" structure, we have performed AFM to characterize the NW junctions. Junctions where two NWs crossed were identified in the AFM images of EPD-GO/AgNW/GO films and bare AgNW networks, and the height across the junctions was measured and recorded. [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b shows the height distribution of 50 junctions. It is clear that the overall junction height decreased for EPD-GO/AgNW/GO compared to bare AgNW, indicating partial, if not total, interpenetration between NWs. The interpenetration of NWs is also visibly apparent from the SEM image of [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b,d. Example AFM images and height profiles of a bare AgNW network and EPD-GO/AgNW/GO film are shown in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}c--f. The numbers above each peak in [Figures [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}e,f indicate the number of NWs in the junction encountered along the white dashed arrows in the associated AFM images. For both films, single NWs were measured to have similar height of roughly 50--60 nm, which is equal to their actual diameter. However, the heights measured for junctions of two or more wires are much lower for EPD-GO/AgNW/GO films than for bare AgNW where the heights of the junctions multiply in magnitude in accordance with the number of NWs. It is likely that both the EPD-GO and the Dip-GO layers that cover the AgNW network enhance the physical contact between nanowires through downward force applied to the wires during drying of the film^[@ref17],[@ref30]^ as well as from the adhesive force originating from hydrogen bonding between EPD-GO and Dip-GO nanosheets.^[@ref40]^ Concurrently, the uniform coverage of EPD-GO over the underlying AgNW network ensures that such junction optimization occurs homogeneously throughout the film. The combined effect of GO encapsulation mitigates the need for high-temperature treatment of NWs, making our process favorable toward using flexible plastic substrates.

To assess the total transmittance and the degree of light scattering of our EPD-GO/AgNW/GO, we have performed UV--vis spectroscopy with an integrating sphere setup. [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a shows the total transmittance spectra in the wavelength range of 300--800 nm for AgNW networks of similar sheet resistance (*R*~s~ = 18.2 ± 1.6 Ω/sq) as a function of the GO solution concentration used for EPD-GO fabrication. For all reported transmittance values the contribution from the underlying glass substrate is removed. It can be seen that the transparency of the film decreases with GO thickness and GO solution concentration used in EPD, as expected from the results shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}f. Films fabricated with GO solution concentration of 0.08, 0.15, 0.3, and 0.45 mg/mL had a transmittance of 87.5%, 83.7%, 74.5%, and 70.8% at 550 nm, respectively. The uncoated AgNW network with a similar density had a transmittance of 93.8%. Using a GO solution concentration of 0.08 mg/mL for the EPD yielded the most transparent film, with a transmittance of 87.5% at 550 nm. As a reference, an image of this film on glass with a printed text background and on a 15 mL glass vial is shown in [Figures [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}c and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}d, respectively. Despite the slight loss in transparency compared to uncoated AgNW networks, our film is still compatible with many applications, where acceptable transmittance at 550 nm should be around 90%.^[@ref41]−[@ref43]^

![(a) UV--vis transmission spectra of bare AgNW and EPD-GO/AgNW/GO transparent electrodes fabricated with similar AgNW density (*R*~s~ = 18.2 ± 1.6 Ω/sq) but various GO concentrations used for EPD. (b) Haze factor (averaged 400--700 nm) as a function of increasing EPD-GO thickness. (c) Image of EPD-GO/AgNW/GO conductive film fabricated with 0.08 mg/mL GO solution, transferred on a 2.5 cm × 2.5 cm glass substrate and (d) transferred on a glass vial.](am0c03587_0004){#fig4}

The extent of light scattering can be assessed by calculating the haze factor, which is the ratio of diffuse transmittance to total transmittance. [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b shows the haze factor averaged in the 400--700 nm range for our EPD-GO/AgNW/GO films. Full haze factor spectra are shown in [Figure S6](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.0c03587/suppl_file/am0c03587_si_001.pdf). The haze factor increases with increasing EPD-GO thickness, with 3.6%, 5.0%, 7.1%, and 9.2% for the EPD-GO/AgNW/GO film, while the haze factor for the bare AgNW network was 3.8%. This is expected due to the random stacking of individual GO as well as the inhomogeneous nature of GO films which is composed of graphitic layers with various functional groups, void spaces, and water molecules. The refractive index mismatch at the interfaces caused by these inhomogeneities will lead to pronounced scattering as light passes through thicker GO films. Overall, the results suggest that by controlling the EPD parameters of GO, it is possible to predictably tune the level of transparency and haze. This could have critical implications toward using our electrodes in various applications that require different optical characteristics. For instance, high haze factor has been shown to be beneficial in organic solar cells due to increased light path length^[@ref39]^ while display applications require minimal haze for the sake of visual comfort.

3.4. Chemical Stability {#sec3.4}
-----------------------

The poor long-term chemical stability of bare, uncoated metallic nanowires such as AgNW is one of the major obstacles impeding their application. Therefore, we have assessed the chemical resilience of our EPD-GO/AgNW/GO electrodes by observing the change of their sheet resistance for a period of 20 days in comparison with that of annealed bare AgNW networks. Also, for EPD-GO/AgNW/GO electrodes, two cases were considered such that either EPD-GO or Dip-GO was facing the environment, and two different thicknesses of EPD-GO---15 and 25 nm---were chosen. The samples were stored in air at 80 °C to accelerate the degradation kinetics and were only taken out briefly once a day to measure the sheet resistance. The impact of humidity on chemical degradation was assumed to be constant, given the insignificant relative humidity variations over the duration of the experiment. The relative humidity was measured to be very close to 55% for the entire duration of the experiment ([Figure S7a](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.0c03587/suppl_file/am0c03587_si_001.pdf)).

[Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a shows the variation of sheet resistance for annealed bare AgNW and EPD-GO/AgNW/GO films. The samples had the same size and the same nanowire density as confirmed by their very similar initial sheet resistance. The aging process was performed simultaneously for all the samples. Bare AgNWs suffered from significant degradation as demonstrated by a 6-fold increase of their average sheet resistance after 20 days. Dip-GO provided some protection to the underlying NWs, but the mean sheet resistance still increased by a factor of 2.5 after 20 days. In stark contrast, when EPD-GO was facing up and serving a protective role against the environment, underlying AgNW networks retained their original sheet resistance for the entire duration of the experiment. The standard deviations shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a due to variations in measurement at different points on a sample indicate the degree of electrical homogeneity. The variance increases significantly to more than 110 Ω/sq with aging for the annealed bare AgNW network, while for EPD-GO/AgNW/GO it retains its low initial value of less than 5 Ω/sq ([Figure S8](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.0c03587/suppl_file/am0c03587_si_001.pdf)). This preservation of high electrical homogeneity suggests that the protection capability of EPD-GO is uniform across the film thanks to the continuous and seamless coating enabled by EPD. In this experiment, EPD-GO thickness of 15 and 25 nm yielded the same resilience against humidity. Hence, for EPD-GO thicknesses higher than 15 nm, the through-plane diffusion lengths of the corroding gas species are high enough to prevent them from reaching the AgNWs surface.^[@ref44]^ As will be further elaborated in [section [3.5](#sec3.5){ref-type="other"}](#sec3.5){ref-type="other"}, thin EPD-GO films are also expected to be more conformal around individual AgNWs than thicker films ([Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, insets). Therefore, decrease in conformality when increasing the EPD-GO thickness is likely to counteract the expected additional chemical protective capabilities offered by increasing the GO thickness, such that increasing the EPD-GO thickness ultimately has reduced benefit on the observed chemical stability.

![Environmental aging test of AgNW networks. (a, b) Sheet resistance variation for annealed bare AgNW and EPD-GO/AgNW/GO samples where either Dip-GO or EPD-GO was facing up, exposed to air for either (a) 20 days under a constant relative humidity of 55% or (b) 7 days under a constant relative humidity of 80%, both heated at 80 °C to accelerate the degradation kinetics. Note that bare AgNW, Dip-GO up, EPD-GO up (25 nm), and EPD-GO up (15 nm) samples exhibited transmittance values of 93%, 86%, 87%, and 83% at 550 nm, respectively. (c--f) SEM images of the degraded bare AgNW network and GO-covered AgNW networks with either the Dip-GO or EPD-GO facing the external environment, captured at the end of the aging experiment reported in (a). (g) XPS S 2p scans of the samples associated with experiment (a).](am0c03587_0005){#fig5}

![Resistance evolution during voltage ramp across bare NWs and EPD-GO/AgNW/GO films with different EPD-GO thicknesses. Values are normalized with respect to each samples' initial 2PP resistance performance. Inset graph shows magnified view of the main figure in the 9--13 V range. Insets are SEM cross-section images of the two EPD-GO/AgNW/GO films used. Scale bar is 100 nm.](am0c03587_0006){#fig6}

To explain the chemical stability, morphology assessment by SEM imaging and chemical analysis by XPS were performed on the bare AgNW and EPD-GO/AgNW/GO electrodes after the degradation experiment. It should be noted that although the X-ray penetration depth is about 10 μm, only the top 10 nm can emit photoelectrons. As a consequence, when EPD-GO/AgNW/GO films are in the "EPD-GO up" configuration, the thickness of GO film (\>10 nm) hinders accurate XPS analysis of the underlying AgNW. Therefore, we applied a double-sided carbon conductive tape onto the film and removed it, so that the entire film came off from the substrate with the tape without damage. This way, we have reversed the film orientation such that AgNWs covered by Dip-GO were exposed. As the Dip-GO is only 1--2 nm thick, this effectively exposes the AgNWs that had been covered by EPD-GO, allowing for their proper SEM and XPS characterization. [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}c--f shows SEM images of degraded bare AgNW network and EPD-GO/AgNW/GO films with either the Dip-GO or the EPD-GO layer facing up. The bare uncoated AgNW surface ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}c) exhibits nanoparticle-like features and larger aggregates. These features are most likely Ag~2~S, as has been identified in previous works as the principal corrosion product of AgNW that forms by the reaction of Ag with atmospheric sulfur-containing species such as carbonyl sulfide (OCS) and H~2~S.^[@ref8]^ It is known that even a trace amount of these species in vapor, when aided by humidity and temperature, can induce significant sulfidation of AgNWs. Because Ag~2~S particles are semiconducting and grow at the expense of Ag, it tends to increase the resistivity of AgNWs by thinning down initially pure Ag and disrupting the continuity of NWs. Although the overall coverage of the corrosion products is much less important than in the bare AgNW case, it was observed that AgNWs covered by Dip-GO ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}d) were not completely free of such particles. In contrast, the surfaces of AgNWs that had been covered by both thicknesses of EPD-GO are free of such rough features, as can be seen in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}e,f.

The presence of sulfidation products for bare AgNW networks and absence of sulfides for the GO-protected AgNW networks have been further confirmed by the XPS scan in the S 2p region, as shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}g. For bare AgNW, a peak corresponding to Ag~2~S is clearly visible near ∼162 eV, which can be deconvoluted into two peaks at 161.7 and 162.7 eV that correspond to the split energy levels caused by spin--orbit coupling.^[@ref8]^ Another peak situated at 168 eV and a shoulder peak at 168.7 eV correspond to sulfates, most likely Ag~2~SO~4~ or Ag~2~SO~3~, which are other common products of silver sulfidation.^[@ref45]^ Similarly for Dip-GO covered AgNW ("Dip-GO up"), peaks corresponding to Ag~2~S were clearly visible. This degradation can be explained by potential small gaps between GO flakes which were previously discussed and depicted in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}d. On the other hand, the S 2p scan of the AgNWs that had been covered by EPD-GO ("EPD-GO up" samples) does not exhibit a sulfide peak expected at ∼162 eV, which is evidence that chemical degradation was greatly suppressed. Instead, a signal corresponding to sulfates was detected at ∼168 eV, which originates not from Ag but rather from GO. This was confirmed by an XPS scan in the S 2p and Mn 2p region performed on GO films only, which identified a peak corresponding to MnSO~4~ ([Figure S9](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.0c03587/suppl_file/am0c03587_si_001.pdf) and [Table S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.0c03587/suppl_file/am0c03587_si_001.pdf)). The residual MnSO~4~ is expected since KMnO~4~ and H~2~SO~4~ are commonly used for Hummer's method, the solution-based exfoliation of GO.^[@ref46],[@ref47]^ Therefore, no XPS peak related to Ag corrosion product could be identified in the case of "EPD-GO up" samples. Also, the larger sulfate peak observed for "Dip-GO up" samples may be a combined signal originating from both Ag~2~SO~4~ or Ag~2~SO~3~ and MnSO~4~. In summary, the results show that Ag corrosion has been prevented by the exceptional gas-barrier properties of the seamless EPD-GO that impeded transport of corroding gas species to the underlying NW network.^[@ref48],[@ref49]^

To evaluate the stability under even harsher environment, we also subjected bare networks and doubled-side GO protected networks under 80 °C and 80% relative humidity for 7 days. Such a test was conducted in a similar fashion as the one reported in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a, except we used a humidity chamber to have a more precise and more reproducible control over the environment in such harsh conditions. The relative humidity variations during the test are reported in [Figure S7b](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.0c03587/suppl_file/am0c03587_si_001.pdf). The variation in resistance during 7 days of storage in those conditions is reported in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b. Results show that the mean sheet resistance of bare AgNWs rapidly increases by 12 times after 7 days due to high humidity that accelerates sulfidation. This is accompanied by increasing variation of sheet resistance within the sample, represented by increasing variance. In contrast, samples where Dip-GO and EPD-GO (15 nm) were facing up demonstrated significant chemical stability even in such harsh conditions, evidenced by a mere 2.4-fold and 1.4-fold increase in the mean sheet resistance, respectively. The fact that we observe such chemical stability at high humidity conditions even though GO is hydrophilic indicates that GO impedes the penetration of sulfuric gas species through AgNWs, as also suggested by previous studies.^[@ref17],[@ref30]^

3.5. Electrical Stability {#sec3.5}
-------------------------

The electrical stability of an AgNW-based transparent electrode is another important aspect of its overall robustness, particularly for transparent heater applications where DC voltage is applied to induce high temperature by Joule heating. In particular, it is of interest to delay and mitigate the abrupt failure experienced by AgNW-based networks above a certain voltage, which has been well-documented in prior studies.^[@ref50]^ Therefore, to fully evaluate the stability and reliability of our composite EPD-GO/AgNW/GO electrode, we measured its electrical resistance *in situ* while a linear voltage ramp (0.5 V/min) was applied. For the sake of clarity, normalization was done with respect to each samples' initial two-probe (2PP) resistance values. More details about the experimental setup can be found in [section [2.3](#sec2.3){ref-type="other"}](#sec2.3){ref-type="other"}.

[Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows that the uncoated AgNW networks' resistance reduces slightly with voltage up to 5 V, followed by a steeper reduction until 9.5 V, and finally diverges to more than ∼10^5^ times its original resistance over the course of only ∼20 s. The reduction of resistance can be attributed to NW junction optimization occurring due to Joule heating. However, a more intense Joule heating at higher applied voltages will lead to the catastrophic failure caused by the spheroidization of NWs due to Rayleigh instability.^[@ref50]^ A recent contribution by Sannicolo et al.^[@ref38]^ explains the resistance divergence by the initiation of a defect (or hot spot) induced by Joule heating, followed by the propagation of a crack parallel to the bias electrode stimulated by the constriction of current flow to the extremities of the initial defect. This "crack" composed of spheroidized NWs acts as an insulating region in the NW network that causes the measured resistance to diverge.

With EPD-GO/AgNW/GO samples, a different behavior was observed where abrupt divergence of the electrical resistance is prevented. [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows that at the initial stages of ramping the resistance of EPD-GO/AgNW/GO linearly increases, corresponding to the intrinsic resistivity increase of AgNWs by electron--phonon scattering.^[@ref51]^ Unlike bare AgNW networks, the resistance does not decrease for EPD-GO/AgNW/GO. This is further indication that the NW junctions are well-optimized by GO encapsulation, mitigating the need for thermal treatment to further weld the nanowires. An interesting behavior is observed as the voltage is ramped past 9.75 V. Here, the AgNW network undergoes an initial degradation as apparent from the deviation of the curves from the initial linear trend, but unlike in bare AgNWs, a complete loss of conductivity is prevented. Specifically, we have observed that the failure behavior depends on the thickness of EPD-GO layer covering the NW network. The inset of [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows a close-up of the main plot in the range 9--13 V. For 100 nm thick EPD-GO, the resistance deviates from the original linear dependence from ∼9.75 V onward, increasing to 3 times its initial value at ∼10.5 V over the course of ∼90 s. Interestingly, for 15 nm thick EPD-GO, the initial deviation from the linear behavior occurs at a slightly higher voltage around ∼11 V and increases to 4 times its initial value at ∼13 V over the course of ∼240 s. Therefore, we observe that the presence of EPD-GO slows down the initial NW failure compared to that of bare NWs, and thinner EPD-GO coating results in a higher failure onset voltage as well as a more gradual failure behavior. After this initial damage, both EPD-GO/AgNW/GO samples undergo slower increase in resistance up to 20 V. Even at 20 V, the electrodes exhibited a fairly low resistance near ∼150 Ω, a 10-fold increase from its original resistance. In the following paragraphs, we propose and discuss some mechanisms that are most likely to be responsible for our observation.

The observed delay in the onset of electrical degradation as well as the impeded degradation occurring in the early stages of electrical resistance increase may originate from two main mechanisms. First, the presence of EPD-GO and Dip-GO surrounding the NWs allows additional heat conduction pathways for the NWs, which helps dissipate the power generated by Joule heating. For an uncoated AgNW network under voltage bias, it has been demonstrated that the increase in temperature of the network is counterbalanced by heat losses in the substrate via thermal conduction, while the rest is lost via radiation and convection.^[@ref50],[@ref52]^ In the case of GO-sandwiched AgNW networks, we speculate that the presence of EPD-GO and Dip-GO surrounding the NWs allows additional heat dissipation pathways for the NWs. The overall result is that AgNWs can support higher input voltage before reaching the temperature at which spheroidization is supposed to occur. Second, the presence of GO coating is also expected to slow down the AgNW spheroidization process by hindering atomic surface diffusion. For instance, it is known from previous studies that a conformal oxide coating on AgNWs drastically reduces the surface diffusivity of Ag atoms such that AgNW can sustain higher temperature and failure is initialized at higher voltages.^[@ref14],[@ref15],[@ref53]^

As pointed out before in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, the onset of failure was delayed only for the EPD-GO/AgNW/GO film with 15 nm EPD-GO and not for 100 nm EPD-GO. This may be attributed to the different degrees of conformality of EPD-GO surrounding the AgNWs according to the EPD-GO thickness. From the inset SEM images of [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, it can be seen that the thinner GO film can wrap around a larger AgNW surface area compared to its thicker counterpart. In general, deflections of thin membranes under a given load will vary as δ = *KP*/*Et*^3^ where δ is the deflection, *P* is the load, *E* is the Young's modulus, *t* is the film thickness, and *K* is a geometrical prefactor. Although recent micromechanical studies show that the Young's modulus of GO nanosheets is thickness-dependent, increasing for thinner GO films, the variation is not expected to significantly affect the strong δ ∼ *t*^--3^ dependence. For instance, Cao et al.^[@ref54]^ report *E* = 204 GPa for 75 nm GO and *E* = 291 GPa for 24 nm GO. Given these parameters, under a given load, the displacement of the 75 nm film will be 20 times less than that of the 24 nm film. In our case, the load mainly originates from the capillary force induced by water evaporation during drying of the film after transfer. The strong influence of the thickness on the film's ability to be deflected is consistent with the increase in GO layer conformality over AgNW when minimizing the GO thickness. Also, the more tightly covered the AgNWs are, the more resilient they will be to spheroidization, which also explains the shift in the voltage failure observed in the thinner GO case. Use of thinner EPD-GO to improve the conformality could also minimize the observed loss in transparency. Further improvement of the conformality could be explored through the use of hot rolling press, for instance.^[@ref55]^

Finally, beyond the change in behavior observed in the early stages of degradation (8--13 V), the slow increase in resistance observed at even higher voltages (13--20 V) can be explained as follows. Visual inspection of the EPD-GO/AgNW/GO electrode after completion of the voltage ramp test shows a darkened region localized at the center where the electrical crack has been initiated ([Figure S11b](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.0c03587/suppl_file/am0c03587_si_001.pdf)), and this corresponds to the region where maximum temperature higher than 250 °C was recorded with an IR camera ([Figure S10](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.0c03587/suppl_file/am0c03587_si_001.pdf)). Because of this intense heat, NWs have spheroidized to a certain degree at this darkened area, while the NWs at the undarkened area were relatively intact ([Figure S11a,c](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.0c03587/suppl_file/am0c03587_si_001.pdf)). XPS analysis performed at the end of the voltage ramp shows that this darkening is due to the partial thermal reduction of GO layers, as depicted in [Figure S11d--f](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.0c03587/suppl_file/am0c03587_si_001.pdf) and [Table S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.0c03587/suppl_file/am0c03587_si_001.pdf). The survey scan indeed indicates a higher C/O ratio for the darkened region as well as a prominent increase in the carbon sp^2^ peak in the C 1s scan. This is in line with recent heating studies of bare GO films which show that near 170 °C graphitic domains grow in size to the point when percolative electronic transport becomes possible, accompanied by sheet resistance reduction by 5 orders of magnitude.^[@ref56],[@ref57]^ Therefore, it is apparent that the center region of the GO coating is at least partially reduced during voltage ramp and plays a crucial role in preventing resistance divergence by acting as an additional current pathway. Therefore, we propose that the avoidance of resistance divergence at higher voltages (i.e., *V* \> 13 V) is thanks to the reduction of GO sheets acting as an electrical bridge across spheroidized AgNW areas. In short, it can be seen that our GO encapsulation of AgNW networks effectively acts as a buffer that prevents breakdown at high applied voltages.

4. Conclusion {#sec4}
=============

By utilizing EPD and dip treatment of GO, we have developed a scalable and solution-based processing method to fabricate resilient EPD-GO/AgNW/GO transparent conductive films capable of being transferred to arbitrary substrates. Structural characterization by SEM shows that the AgNW network is effectively "sandwiched" between two GO layers, with one side covered by a seamless EPD-GO thickness as low as 15 nm and another side by 1--2 layers of GO. The GO encapsulation allows intimate contact between individual AgNW junctions, which effectively reduces the high junction resistance down to 15 Ω/sq without relying on high-temperature annealing of the NWs and allows electrical uniformity across the entire film. Simultaneously, the transmittance of the film and its haziness were shown to be tunable between 70% and 87% at 550 nm and between 3.6% and 9.2%, respectively, by simply changing the EPD-GO thickness. Importantly, we show that the sufficient thickness and defect-free quality of the EPD-GO film impart exceptional chemical stability to the AgNWs by mitigating spontaneous sulfidation of Ag that leads to conductivity loss. Furthermore, *in situ* resistance measurements during linear voltage ramp on our films showed that the catastrophic resistance divergence to the MΩ range which is typical of bare AgNW networks was avoided even at a high applied voltage of 20 V. Although this novel electrical stabilization behavior warrants further scrutiny, we believe that the effects of delayed spheroidization of NWs by GO coating, thermal management by heat conduction through GO, and reduction of GO are collectively responsible for the observed behavior.

Thanks to its double-sided structure, our EPD-GO/AgNW/GO transparent electrode can offer combined assets, which is favorable toward its compatibility with various devices. On the one hand, the relatively thicker and seamless EPD-GO side offers outstanding chemical and thermal resilience to the outside environment, making the electrode compatible with either high voltage, temperature, or humidity sensitive applications such as transparent heaters or thermochromic windows. On the other hand, the ultrathin Dip-GO layers offer improved stability while still allowing Ohmic contact through any potential adjacent layers, making it compatible with applications sensitive to efficient charge carrier transfer or energy level matching, such as solar cells or LEDs. Depending on the architecture of the target device, one or the other configuration could be preferred and easily controlled during the film transfer step. We believe this adds unique versatility to our transparent conductive film, and further work may include device integration and device stability evaluation.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge at [https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsami.0c03587](https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsami.0c03587?goto=supporting-info).SEM image of EPD-GO/AgNW/GO with spray coated AgNW, characterization of Dip-GO, AFM characterization of EPD-GO, haze factor spectra, and additional data on chemical and electrical stability, including XPS spectra, SEM images, and IR thermal images ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.0c03587/suppl_file/am0c03587_si_001.pdf))
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